We study the properties of the sup metric on infinite products Z = [] I . (If d is a bounded metric on X then p, defined by p((x a ), (y a )) = supd(x a , y a ), is a the sup metric on Z.) In particular, we prove that if X is an AR(metiic) or a topological group then so is Z.
THE SUP METRIC
In this section we develop the general results which explain the behaviour of the sup metric on infinite products, as well as some of the extension properties and linear properties of this metric.
Let g(w) ), e/2) C B(g(w), e). This proves that g is continuous.
The "only if" part: Pick w G T and e > 0. Pick a neighbourhood #", of w such that p(iV w ) C B(g(w), e/2). Since B(s(io), e/2) C U B (p a (g(w) ), e.) we then get a€A that p a (j(-^iii)) C B(p a (g(w) ), e), for each a G A. This completes the proof. D LEMMA 1 . 5 . If d\ and d^ are bounded equivalent metrics on X then they generate equivalent metrics pi and p?. on Z(X, d\, A) = Z(X, d%, A). If(X,d) is a complete metric space with 6(X) = A then X is isometric to a closed subspace of Z(R, A).
Unfortunately, Theorem 1.8 is not good enough}. Let us recall that any separable metric space is a subspace of the space a which is the countable product of real lines with the generalised Euclidean metric (that is, f] R with the metric p((x n ), (y n )) = n£u> £)2~nmin{l, |*n -!/n|})-The space 8 is separable and its topology is the Tychonoff n product topology (recall that uncountable Tychonoff products of nondegenerate spaces are not metrisable). [5]
. II (G,d) is a topological group, with a bounded and translation-invariant metric d, then Z[G, d,
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T H E SUP UNIFORMITY
Let (y, Ii) be a uniform space. Using the pseudometric approach to uniformities, let Q = {d a | a £ F and each d a is a bounded pseudometric on X} be a gauge for li. Since each d a generates a pseudometric p a on Z = Z(X, A) -Yl Y, vre get a family aEA Q* -{pa I a 6 F} of pseudometrics on Z. It turns out that Q* actually generates a base for a uniformity for Z: Simply note that if p a , pp £ U* then sup(p a , pp) £ W, since sup(d a , dp) € U and it generates sup(p Q) pp).
APPENDIX
We will re-examine the Dugundji Extension Theorem in order to obtain a new result which is necessary for the preceding work.
First of all, let us recall that, for any metric space (X, d) and closed subset A of X, the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 4.1 of [1] imply that there exists a locally finite open cover U = {f/ a }a6A of X -A, x a £ U a and a a £ A, and a partition of unity {p Q }a€A subordinated to U such that 
